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When two or more groups share information, a common vocabulary is critical for success. The
cybersecurity landscape is relatively new and therefore is still in its infancy in developing these
shared vocabularies. The ontology described in this document is a fundamental building block in
developing that shared understanding for vulnerabilities among cybersecurity professionals. For
the purposes of this document a vulnerability is defined as any weakness in the computational
logic found in products or devices that could be exploited by a threat source [NISTIR 7298].
Managing these vulnerabilities within an organization is described as the vulnerability
management process. The vulnerability management process consists of identifying whether an
organization has endpoints containing the vulnerability, determining the exposure of the
vulnerability within the organization and evaluating the impact of successful exploitation of a
vulnerability within the context of the organization. An organization must determine whether the
exposure and impact of a specific vulnerability warrants a response and prioritize that response
among other critical activities. Organizations then need to make a similar decision for each
vulnerability. The analysis needed to inform the prioritization is currently a time-consuming,
manual process and is often based on reading security bulletins and vendor advisories which
sometimes provide incomplete or conflicting information.
This document defines a framework that improves upon this manual process by enabling a
mechanism to describe vulnerabilities in a machine consumable format. While this document
does not describe a particular format to encode the vulnerability data, it is expected other efforts
will use this document as a foundation for the creation of a machine processible format. The
format will enable automated tools to assist in the analysis process. In addition, consumers of
vulnerability information will be able use the vocabulary described in this framework to identify
missing information and encourage more complete and accurate vulnerability descriptions from
their providers. More complete and accurate descriptions will better facilitate the vulnerability
management process for organizations.
In addition to those responsible for an organization’s vulnerability management function, other
stakeholders include:
• Security Researchers – who need to share and disclose vulnerability information to
vendors
• Software Publishers – who need to share and disclose vulnerability information to their
customers
• Vulnerability Coordinators – who need to share and disclose vulnerability information to
software publishers and to users of the affected software
• Vulnerability Information Services – that need to provide vulnerability information to the
consumers of their data, often performing additional analysis which can assist in the
prioritization of vulnerabilities for organizations
All of these stakeholders need a common language to describe and characterize vulnerabilities as
well as a way to express what information is needed to perform their activities. The framework
in this document intends to provide this common language and to provide a way for stakeholders
to describe required information.
1
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Purpose

225
226
227
228
229
230
231

The purpose of this document is to create a more effective and efficient methodology within the
vulnerability management sphere that describes vulnerabilities in a universal manner.
Additionally, it enables automated scoring, improves the amount of detail that can be provided
about a vulnerability while minimizing the risk of the information being used to exploit the
vulnerability, and allows for better sharing of vulnerability information across language barriers.

232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

Any recommended concept or idea from stakeholders that align with the purpose stated in
Section 1.1 will be considered. Specifically the framework is focused on vulnerability
management and automating that process, and thus any additions or modifications will be made
to improve that use case.

1.2

Methodology

This document is not intended to provide guidance on a particular implementation of syntax or
serialization, but to provide a framework that specifies available characteristics, valid values, and
relationships. If multiple serialization mechanisms are developed that adhere to this framework
they would hopefully be semantically interoperable.

2
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The framework is composed of:

Overview

•
•
•

243
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•

•
•

noun group – a conceptual entity containing related noun group values;
noun group definition – description of a noun group; what it is and how it is used;
usage – each noun group is identified as:
o mandatory (M) – indicates a value for the noun group SHALL be provided,
o recommended (R) – indicates a value for the noun group SHOUD be provided,
o optional (O) – indicates a value for the noun group MAY be provided;
noun group values – valid values are either chosen from an enumerated list of values
specific to each noun group or have an expected format. The format is composed of types
which are described in the ABNF notation of Section 2.1 with the type name represented
in italics as follows: <typename>;
noun group value definition – description of a noun group value; what it is and how it is
used; and
relationships – noun groups are related to each other through the allowed relationships
as described for the noun group. The cardinality of the relationship indicates whether
multiple values are permitted for the noun group. Noun group values may also have a
relationship to another noun group. Relationships will be represented in the following
format [<cardinality> <target noun group> " value/s " <usage> " be associated with "
(<origin noun group>/<origin noun group value>)].

261

When noun group names are referenced throughout this document they will appear in italics.

262

2.1

263
264
265
266
267

The following section describes the available types used to describe the expected format for noun
groups that have valid values that are not an enumerated list. The following uses Augmented
Backus–Naur Form (ABNF) as described in [RFC5234]. The formats for the valid values are
intended to describe the expected contents of the value and are not representative of any
particular syntax or serialization mechanism.

268

Table 1 Valid Value Types

Noun Group Value Types

source

= string

vulnerability-identifier

= namespace identifier

vulnerability-type

= namespace identifier

product-configuration

= 1*product-identifier / (namespace string)

product-identifier

= namespace identifier

namespace

= string

3
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identifier

= string

string

= 1*VCHAR

Number

= 1*DIGIT

269
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270

3

Noun Groups

271

Noun groups are the core building block of the framework.

272

3.1

Vulnerability

A Vulnerability is any weakness in the computational logic found in
products or devices that could be exploited by a threat source.

<vulnerabilityidentifier>

M

R

O

An identifier for a vulnerability supplied by a source.
Examples include a knowledge base article number, patch number, a
bug tracking datatbase identifier or a common identifier such as a
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) identifier. CVE is a
widely adopted identifier used across many organizations.

Example:
cve.mitre.org
CVE-2015-1234
Relationships: Scenario, Sector of Interest, Known Chain, Provenance
• One or many Scenario values shall be associated with Vulnerability.
• Zero or many Sector of Interest values may be associated with Vulnerability.
• Zero or many Known Chain values may be associated with Vulnerability.
• Zero or many Provenance values may be associated with Vulnerability.
273
274
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Sector of Interest

Supplemental information identifying potential sectors or use cases where
the Vulnerability could have an impact.

Industrial Control
Systems 1

M

R

O

The Vulnerability affects software that interfaces with manufacturing
or production control systems.

Health Care

The Vulnerability is found within information systems that are related
to health care. This includes both software whose purpose is to
provide services specifically for health care, as well as medical
devices.
Financial
The Vulnerability is found within software that relates to financial
operations or activities.
Relationships: Vulnerability
• Zero or many Sector of Interest values may be associated with Vulnerability.
276
277

3.3

Known Chain

An identifier for another known Vulnerability that can be used in
conjunction with the Vulnerability in question to achieve a different and
likely greater impact.

<vulnerabilityidentifier>

M

O

A central identifier for each vulnerability supplied by a source.
Examples include a knowledge base article number, patch number, a
bug tracking database identifier or a common identifier such as a CVE
identifier.

Example:
cve.mitre.org
CVE-2015-1234
Relationships: Vulnerability
• Zero or many Known Chain values may be associated with Vulnerability.
278
279

1

R

The term 'industrial control system' is defined in NIST IR 7298 R2:
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2013/NIST.IR.7298r2.pdf

6
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Provenance

Representation of the source of the information for the related item.
M

<source>

R

O

The name of the source which provided the information related to the
Vulnerability.

Relationships: Vulnerability
• Zero or many Provenance values may be associated with Vulnerability.
281
282

3.5

Scenario

A scenario is the placeholder to allow a description of the conditions
M
R
surrounding the possible use of a vulnerability. Vulnerability must have a
least one Scenario, with multiple possible Scenarios being common. A
single Vulnerability can likely be exploited by many different approaches
with possible varying impacts. For example a remote exploit could rely on
user interaction to be downloaded, or a local attack could use the same
vulnerability to obtain the same or similar impact.
<number>
A simple numerical identifier identifying this Scenario within the
Vulnerability.
Relationships: Vulnerability, Barriers, Context, Attack Theater, Product, Type
• One or many Scenario values shall be associated with Vulnerability.
• Zero or many Barrier values should be associated with Scenario.
• One or many Context values shall be associated with Scenario.
• One and only one Attack Theater shall be associated with Scenario.
• Zero or many Product values may be associated with Scenario.
• Zero or many Type values may be associated with Scenario.
283
284
285
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Type

The type, category, or weakness of the Vulnerability. When choosing a
value, the most applicable types should be selected based on the type
system used.

M

R

O

<vulnerability-type> An identifier of the vulnerability category, type or weakness. Examples
of type systems include the Open Web Application Security Project
Example:
(OWASP) Vulnerability Categories [OWASP-VULN] and the
cwe.mitre.org
Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) [CWE] which provide
CWE-123
descriptions and names for various types of vulnerabilities.
Relationships: Scenario
• Zero or many Type values may be associated with Scenario.
287
288

3.7

Product

The software and/or hardware configurations that are known to be
vulnerable to exploitation of the Vulnerability. Different Product
configurations can be associated with different Scenarios to allow for
description of varying impacts and explotation mechanisms.

<productconfiguration>

M

R

O

A list of identifiers or an applicability language which allows for the
description of the product configuration. Example product identifiers
are Software Identifiers (SWID) as described in [ISO/IEC 197702:2015] and Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) names as
described in [CPEN]. An example of an applicability language would
be the CPE Applicability Language described in [CPEAL].

Example:
http://standards.iso.o
rg/iso/19770/-2/2015
200106.com.acme_ACM
E_Application-1.01
Relationships: Scenario
• Zero or many Product values may be associated with Scenario.
289
290
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Attack Theater

Attack Theater is the area or place from which an attack must occur. Each
separate theater represents varying levels of implied trust and attack
surface.

Remote

M

R

O

The exploit scenario requires that the attack occurs over the network
stack; normally external to the target’s internal network such as from
the Internet. Common targets in the remote theater are public websites,
Domain Name System (DNS) services, or web-browsers.
Noun-specific relationship: Remote Type
• One and only one Remote Type value should be associated with
Remote.
Limited Remote
The exploit scenario requires that the attack can occur over layer 2 or
layer 3 technologies, but a limitation exists either by the nature of the
network communication or by range constraints. Examples of range
constraints are Cellular, Wireless, Bluetooth, Infrared, or Line-OfSight.
Noun-specific relationship: Limited Remote Type
• One and only one Limited Remote Type value should be
associated with Limited Remote.
Local
The exploit scenario requires that the attack can only occur after the
adversary has logical local access to a device such as through a
console, Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP), Secure Shell (SSH), or
Telnet login.
Physical
The exploit scenario requires the attacker’s physical presence at the
target.
Relationships: Scenario
• One and only one Attack Theater value shall be associated with Scenario.
292
293
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Remote Type

Remote Type futher refines the Remote selection of the Attack Theater
noun group to provide additional detail on where an adversary must be
located. Selection of a Remote Type value will assist in determing the types
of threats that can take advantage of the vulnerability.

M

R

O

Internet

An attack is able to originate over the internet.

Intranet

The attack must be launched from within an organizations internal
network that is shielded from direct access of the Internet. (Ex: A
router is configured by default to only allow connections from the
Intranet ports and not the WAN ports.) This also represents broadcast
domains.
An attacker must have access to a physical interface to the network, or
collision domain.

Local Network

Relationships: Remote
• One and only one Remote Type value should be associated with Remote.
295
296

3.8.2

Limited Remote Type

Limited Remote Type futher refines the Limited Remote selection of the
Attack Theater noun group to provide additional detail on where an
adversary must be located. Selection of a Limited Remote Type value will
assist in determing the types of threats that can take advantage of the
vulnerability.
Cellular
Wireless
Bluetooth

M

R

The attack must be launched from a cellular network.
The attack must be launched from a wireless (802.11x) network.
The attack must be launched relying on a Bluetooth communication
channel.
Infrared
The attack must be launched relying on an Infrared communication
channel.
Line-of-Sight
The attack must be launched using a Line-of-Sight system such as
ocular.
Relationships: Limited Remote
• One and only one Limited Remote Type value should be associated with Limited
Remote.
297
298
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Barrier

Any characteristic inherent in the vulnerability that could impede the
adversary from achieving successful exploitation. A barrier increases the
difficulty an attacker faces when attempting to execute an exploit for the
vulnerability.

M

R

O

Social Engineering

The exploit scenario requires that an attacker perform some type of
social engineering to achieve a successful exploit attempt. Typically,
an attacker convinces a victim into interacting with a malicious
resource.
Noun-specific relationship: Engineering Method, Victim Type
• One or many Engineering Method values should be associated
with Social Engineering.
• Zero or one Victim Type values should be associated with
Social Engineering.

Race Condition

The exploit scenario includes requiring an attacker to take advantage of
a race condition.
Noun-specific relationship: Race Condition Type
• One and only one Race Condition Type value should be
associated with Race Condition.
The exploit scenario requires specific, non-default configuration
settings within the vulnerable software. For example the use of a nonstandard port for a networked service like ssh.
The exploit scenario requires an environmental condition external to
the vulnerable software that is not necessarily related to the vulnerable
software itself. A congested network would be an example of an
environmental condition.
Information about the target is necessary in order to exploit the
vulnerability on a specific target. For example the hostname of the
device may necessary in order to exploit the vulnerability on that
device.
The exploit scenario requires an attacker to have certain privileges
prior to successful exploitation attempts.
Noun-specific relationship: Privilege Information
• Zero or one Privilege Information values should be associated
with Privilege Required.
Noun-specific relationship: Privilege Level
• One and only one Privilege Level value should be associated
with Privilege Required.
Noun-specific relationship: Context
• One and only one Context value should be associated with
Privilege Required.

Specialized
Condition
Environmental
Condition

Precondition
Required

Privilege Required

11
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Relationships: Scenario
• Zero or many Barrier values should be associated with Scenario.
300
301

3.9.1

Engineering Method

The method or mechanism used to manipulate a user into interacting with a
malicious resource.

M

R

O

Malicious Link

A URL or hyperlink that has been crafted in a way that causes a target
program or website to operate in an unintended fashion
Malicious File
A file that has been crafted in a way that causes a target program to
operate in an unintended fashion
Malicious Website
A website that has been crafted in a way that causes a target program
Content
to operate in an unintended fashion or is used to simulate a site that the
target user trusts.
Malicious
An application that has been modified or crafted to perform operations
Application
that are unintended
Relationships: Social Engineering
• One or many Engineering Method values should be associated with Social
Engineering.
302
303
304

3.9.2

Victim Type

When a user is targeted through the use of Social Engineering the Victim
Type is used to describe the possible Privilege Level values along with the
Context of those privileges. The level of privilege the target has should be
reflected in the Logical Impact and Physical Impact values selected.

<number>

M

R

O

A simple numerical identifier to identify this instance of a victim for
the Scenario.
Relationships: Social Engineering, Context, Privilege Level
• Zero or one Victim Type instances should be associated with Social Engineering.
• One and only one Context value should be associated with Victim Type.
• One and only one Privilege Level value should be associated with Victim Type.
305
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Race Condition Type

Race Condition Type further refines the Race Condition selection of the
Barrier noun group to provide additional detail on the level of likely
control an adversary has to trigger the vulnerable race condition. Note that
this is only a description of how much control an attacker has over the
inputs involved in the race condition and not an indication of the
reproducibility of triggering the race condition itself.

M

R

O

No Control

An attacker has no control over how the race condition will be
triggered. The attacker must be fortunate to encounter the race
condition.
Partial Control
An attacker is able to start one or more of the inputs which take part in
the race condition but does not have control over all inputs. For
example a vulnerability exists in the processing of a particular type of
input on the intial start-up of a device and an attacker must supply that
input during the period when the device is starting up and the attacker
has no control over when the device starts up.
Full Control
An attacker is able to routinely start all inputs which will trigger the
race condition.
Relationships: Race Condition
• One and only one Race Condition Type value should be associated with Race
Condition.
307
308
309

3.9.4

Privilege Information

Extra information regarding the Privilege Required barrier. This includes
factors about privileges required before an attack is launched that can alter
the attack’s complexity.

Multiple
Authentication

M

R

O

Exploiting the vulnerability requires that the attacker authenticate two
or more times, even if the same credentials are used each time. An
example is an attacker authenticating to an operating system in
addition to providing credentials to access an application hosted on
that system.
Relationships: Privilege Required
• Zero or one Privilege Information values should be associated with Privilege
Required.
310
311
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Privilege Level

Abstraction to assist in capturing relative privilege levels. The abstraction
is only for the sake of discussing the vulnerability and is not intended to
communicate the actual granular privileges that exist in most information
system environments.

Anonymous

M

R

O

No privileges required. NOTE: Is this a needed value? Should the lack
of an associated Privilege Level infer this? Or does the absence of a
Privilege Level indicate a lack of knowledge?
User
Representative of a generic or basic user.
Privileged
Representative of something more than a base user, but not the full
control of an Administrator
Administrator
Representative of when the privilege allows complete or nearly
complete access to the context. Common terms include Admin,
Administrator, Root, System or Kernel.
Generic Trust
This level is for applications or software packages that allow public
account creation. Meaning that anyone who has access to the software
has the abilility to create an account and access basic functionality.
Relationships: Privilege Required, Privilege Escalation
• One and only one Privilege Level value should be associated with Privilege Required.
• One and only one Privilege level value should be associated with Privilege Escalation.
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3.10 Context

The entity where the impacts are realized from successful exploitation of a
security vulnerability. Different impacts can be realized by multiple
contexts from multiple scenarios.

Hypervisor

Firmware

Host OS

Guest OS

Application

M

R

O

A program or operating system that coordinates the sharing of
hardware resources for multiple operating systems. Each guest
operating system appears to have its own processor, memory, and
other resources to itself. However, the hypervisor is controlling the
shared hardware resources, allocating what is needed to each operating
system as necessary, and isolating the guest operating systems from
each other.
Stored software that is considered to be built-in to a device. This is
most commonly seen within embedded devices, routers, firewalls,
BIOS and UEFI.
An operating system running as the foundation layer for other software
applications. This is intended to be used when the Hypervisor context
is not applicable, otherwise Guest OS should be used.
An operating system running as the foundation layer for other software
applications. This is intended to be used when the Hypervisor context
is applicable, otherwise Host OS should be used.
A program designed and implemented to accomplish a specific task.
Applications can run on or within operating systems, firmware or other
applications.

Noun-specific relationship: Application Type
• Zero or more Application Type values should be associated
with Application.
Channel
The logical communication medium that is being used between other
contexts. Channel is intended to be used when a protocol or cipher
suite has a flaw inherently as opposed to an implementation issue.
Examples would be failures of sufficient entropy in the cipher text or
cryptographic key strength.
Physical Hardware
The actual physical hardware such as the logic gates within processors,
the sectors of a disk or cells within memory.
Relationships: Entity Role, Impact Method, Mitigation, Privilege Required, Victim Type
• Zero or many Entity Role values should be associated with Context.
• One or many Impact Method values shall be associated with Context.
• Zero or many Mitigation values may be associated with Context.
• One and only one Context value should be associated with Privilege Required.
• One and only one Context value should be associated with Victim Type.
316
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3.11 Application Type

Application Type further refines the Application noun group value to
provide additional detail on the category or type of application.

M

R

O

R

O

NOTE: The noun group values are not exhaustive and are intended to be
illustrative of the types of values. Feedback on whether this is needed or
desired is requested.
Web Server
An application which provides general web server functions.
Database
An application which provide database functions.
Relationships: Application
• Zero or many Application Type values should be associated with Application.
319
320

3.12 Entity Role

Describes the role an associated Context performs in the vulnerability
scenario being described.

Vulnerable
Primary
Authorization
Secondary
Authorization

M

Associated Context contains the Vulnerability
Associated Context is the main or initial authorization scope of the
vulnerability scenario. See section 2.2 in [CVSSV3] for a full
description of authorization scope.
Associated Context is the secondary authorization scope of the
vulnerability scenario. See section 2.2 in [CVSSV3] for a full
description of authorization scope.

Relationships: Context
• One or many Entity Role values shall be associated with Context.
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3.13 Mitigation

Describes protection mechanisms that may limit the impact or actions that
can be taken even if the vulnerability is able to be exploited. These
mechanisms are often part of the system in which the product is deployed
or are inherent in how the product is used.

M

R

O

NOTE: This noun group is intended to capture situations where a
vulnerability exists but the manner in which the product is used mitigates
the vulnerability. Is this useful? Are the noun group values the right type of
thing to capture?
ASLR
Some form of Address space layout randomization (ASLR) is in use.
Multi-Factor
Some form of Multi-Factor Authentication is required to access the
Authentication
product.
Sandboxed
The product is deployed within a sandbox.
HPKP/HSTS
HTTP Public Key Pinning (HPKP) or HTTP Strict Transport Security
(HSTS) is in use.
Physical Security
Some form of physical security is in place that would mitigate this
vulnerability.
Relationships: Context
• Zero or many Mitigation values may be associated with Context.
323
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3.14 Impact Method

A description of the method used to exploit a vulnerability providing some
additional information on the impact of exploitation.

M

R

O

NOTE: Are there additional Noun Group values?

Context Escape

Trust Failure

Authentication
Bypass
Man-in-the-Middle

The Vulnerability allows an adversary to exploit a trust mechanism by
breaking out of a sandbox and into another workspace. This Impact
Method noun group value is intended to be associated with the Context
that has been escaped.
Noun-specific relationship: Context
• One and only one Context value shall be associated with
Context Escape. The association denotes where a sandbox
breakout originated.
Exploitation of the Vulnerability takes advantage of an assumed trust
relationship leading to unexpected impacts. Examples include failures
of inherent trust, failure to verify a communicator, or the content being
transmitted.
Noun-specific Relationship: Trust Failure Type
• One or many Trust Failure Type values should be associated
with Trust Failure.
Exploitation of the Vulnerability takes advantage of a failure to
identify the adversary properly, directly leading to additional access or
permissions.
The exploit scenario requires that an adversary perform a Man-in-theMiddle (MitM) attack. MitM attacks involve an adversary positioning
themselves inside a communication channel between two or more
parties. This is usually accomplished by exploiting a trust mechanism
and tricking both ends of the communication channel into believing
that they are communicating with the intended party. Once
successfully injected into a communication channel, the MitM is
capable of sensitive data disclosure, modification of data being
transmitted, transmission of false data to either party (impersonation)
or denial of communication to either party.

Code Execution

Exploitation of the Vulnerability allows an adversary to execute
unauthorized code, causing an impact to a Context.
Relationships: Context, Logical Impact, Physical Impact
• One or many Impact Methods shall be associated with Context
• One or many Logical Impacts shall be associated with Impact Method
• Zero or many Physical Impacts should be associated with Impact Method
326
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3.14.1 Trust Failure Type

A refinement to describe the type of failure in the associated Context
which exposed the vulnerability.

M

R

O

Failure to verify
The Context failed to ensure the entity on the receiving end of the
receiver
communication is the intended entity.
Failure to verify
The Context failed to ensure the entity on the transmitting end of the
transmitter
communication is the intended entity.
Failure to verify
The Context failed to ensure the content supplied is properly formatted
content
and sanitized.
Failure to establish
The Context failed to verify the input originated from a trusted source,
trust
in other words a check is missing or non-existent.
Relationships: Trust Failure
• One or many Trust Failure Type of Trust values should be associated with Trust
Failure.
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3.15 Logical Impact

A description of the possible impacts to the Context that a successful
exploitation of the Vulnerability can have. The same Vulnerability can
have multiple and different Logical Impact noun group values across
different Context or Scenario instances.

Write (Direct)

M

R

O

The Vulnerability allows an adversary to cause a breach in the integrity
of the Context through unauthorized modification or addition of data.
Read (Direct)
The Vulnerability allows an adversary to cause a breach of
confidentiality by gaining unauthorized access to data in the Context.
Resource Removal
The Vulnerability allows an adversary to perform an unauthorized
(Data)
removal (deletion) of data from a resource in the Context.
Service Interrupt
The Vulnerability allows an adversary to cause an unauthorized loss of
availability by temporarily or permanently disabling all or a portion of
the Context.
Noun-specific relationship: Service Interrupt Type
• One or many Service Interrupt Type values should be
associated with Service Interrupt.
Indirect Disclosure
The Vulnerability allows an adversary to learn information about the
Context, but the knowledge gained is not from a direct read operation.
Examples include but are not limited to discovering memory locations
protected by ASLR, information from side-channel attacks, or
information gained from traffic analysis.
Privilege Escalation The Vulnerability allows an adversary to gain a level of privilege that
was not intended. Unlike the other Logical Impact noun group values,
Privilege Escalation is intended to represent that anything the
Privilege Level acquired can do, can be done by the adversary. If an
adversary is able to only accomplish a subset of the other Logical
Impact noun group values, that subset MUST be associated to the
Context as well. Otherwise, all other Logical Impact noun group values
are assumed.
Noun-specific relationship: Privilege Level
• One and only one Privilege level value should be associated
with Privilege Escalation.
Relationships: Impact Method, Location, Scope
• One or many Logical Impact values shall be associated with Impact Method
• Zero or many Location values may be associated with Logical Impact
• One and only one Scope value shall be associated with Logical Impact
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3.15.1 Service Interrupt Type

Additional information to describe the nature and type of service
interruption possible through the exploitation of a Vulnerability. Both
Service Interrupt Type and Scope noun group values should be applied
where applicable.
Shutdown
Reboot

M

R

O

The service interruption results in the Context shutting down
The service interruption results in the Context powering off, but
starting back up immediately.
Hang
The service interruption results in the Context being stuck at a certain
point and unable to continue function
Panic
The service interruption results in the Context crashing
Unrecoverable
The service interruption results in a complete and unrecoverable loss
of the Context but is non-physical in nature. For example the
corruption of the firmware on a hardware device with no possibility of
reload.
Relationships: Service Interrupt
• One or many Service Interrupt Type values should be associated with Service
Interrupt.
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3.15.2 Location

A refinement to the Logical Impact noun group values designating the
specific area or location impacted. Serves as supplemental information for
the overall Vulnerability description.

M

R

O

R

O

Memory
The Logical Impact is able to occur within memory
File System
The Logical Impact is able to occur within the file system
Network Traffic
The Logical Impact is able to occur within network traffic
Relationships: Logical Impact
• Zero or many Location values may be associated with Logical Impact
335
336

3.16 Physical Impact

Used when exploitation of the Vulnerability could result in a tangible
impact to the physical device or machinery controlled by or through the
Context, or the surrounding environment, which could be other nearby
devices, machinery or people.
Physical Resource
Consumption

M

An exploit of the Vulnerability could cause excessive physical resource
consumption resulting in a tangible cost.
Noun-specific relationship: Physical Consumption Type
• One or many Physical Consumption Type values must be
associated with Physical Resource Consumption.
Property Damage
An exploit of the Vulnerability could result in physical damage to the
device or surrounding environment.
Human Injury
An exploit of the Vulnerability could result in injury to users or nearby
individuals.
Noun-specific relationship: Human Injury Level
• One and only one Human Injury Level value should be
associated with Human Injury.
Relationships: Impact Method, Scope
• One and only one Scope value shall be associated with Physical Impact
• Zero or many Physical Impact values should be associated with Impact Method
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3.16.1 Physical Consumption Type

The Vulnerability allows for consumption of resources outside the digital
realm. This consumption could lead to wear and tear on the hardware or
financial implications from usage.

M

R

O

Electricity
Water
Assets

Exploitation of the Vulnerability enables excessive electricity usage
Exploitation of the Vulnerability enables excessive water usage
Exploitation of the Vulnerability enables excessive use of an asset.
The excessive use could decrease the usable lifetime of the asset or
unnecessarily consume fuel.
Relationships: Physical Resource Consumption
• One or many Physical Consumption Type values should be associated with Physical
Resource Consumption.
339
340

3.16.2 Human Injury Level

A description of the possible impacts to any human as a result of
exploitation of the Vulnerability. Descriptions below are based on Table
D.3 in [ISO/IEC 14971:2007].

Negligible
Minor

M

R

O

Inconvenience or temporary discomfort
Temporary injury or impairment not requiring professional medical
intervention
Serious
Injury or impairment requiring professional medical intervention
Critical
Permanent impairment or life-threatening injury
Catastrophic
Death
Relationships: Human Injury
• One and only one Human Injury Level value should be associated with Human Injury.
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3.17 Scope

A coarse measure of the level of impact an exploit could have on a target.
In some cases, an impact has no constraints at all. An example of this is a
vulnerability with a 'Read (Direct)' Logical Impact association in which the
adversary has access to the entire system, and thus has no constraints. In
other cases, an Impact might have some constraints in place. An example
of this is 'Write (Direct) Impact where the attacker is able to modify
resources only accessible by the user.

M

R

O

Limited

There are restrictions to the associated impact
Noun-specific relationship: Criticality
• One and only one Criticality value shall be associated with
Limited
Unlimited
There are no restrictions to the associated impact
Relationships: Logical Impact, Physical Impact
• One and only one Scope value shall be associated with Logical Impact
• One and only one Scope value shall be associated with Physical Impact
343
344

3.18 Criticality

A measure of the relative importance of the associated Scope. This noun
group is only relevant when the Scope has a value of 'Limited'. When
Scope is 'Limited', Criticality must be used in order to provide additional
information about its importance.
Criticality must be considered in concert with the Context to which it is
associated. That is, for a given Context (such as Guest OS or Application),
the Criticality should reflect how significant an associated impact could be
for the specific Context. An impact in a 'Guest OS' Context may be of
lower significance than the same impact in a 'Host OS' Context and should
be reflected accordingly by its associated Criticality.
Low
The impact is relatively insignificant.
High
The impact is relatively significant.
Relationships: Scope
• One and only one Criticality value shall be associated with Limited
345
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346

4

Conclusion

347
348
349
350
351
352

This first draft of this document provides one possible framework for describing vulnerabilities.
It is expected that comments on this draft will significantly influence the framework and as the
document evolves it will reflect a broad consensus. Future drafts will continue to refine all
aspects of the framework including alternative noun groups, noun group values, or even a
wholesale change in approach if necessary.
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Appendix A—Example Usage
This appendix is intended to be an informative section describing one way on how to apply the framework to task of
describing a vulnerability. This section will continue to be updated as the framework evolves.
CVE-2012-1516
VMware host memory overwrite vulnerability (data pointers)
Due to a flaw in the handler function for RPC commands, it is possible to manipulate data pointers within the
VMX process. This vulnerability may allow a guest user to crash the VMX process or potentially execute code on
the host.
Vulnerability: cve.mitre.org CVE-2012-1516
Provenance: http://www.vmware.com/security/advisories/VMSA-2012-0009.html
Scenario: 1
The first scenario
Product:
Scenario 1 is in relation to the bare metal hypervisor
cpe.nist.gov
products
cpe:2.3:a:vmware:esx:4.0:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
cpe:2.3:a:vmware:esx:4.1:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
cpe:2.3:a:vmware:esx:3.5:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
cpe:2.3:a:vmware:esxi:4.0:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
cpe:2.3:a:vmware:esxi:4.1:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
cpe:2.3:a:vmware:esxi:3.5:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
Attack Theater: Remote
Malformed RPC commands are sent from the Guest
OS to the Hypervisor
Remote Type: Intranet
Barrier: Privilege Required
The attacker must first have user access to a GuestOS
to launch the attack
Privilege Level: User
Relating to Context: GuestOS
Context: GuestOS
One of the Contexts with recognized impacts due to the
vulnerability
Entity Role: Primary Authorization
The GuestOS is where the attack is launched and
represents the first authorization scope
Impact Method: Code Execution
Logical Impact: Service Interrupt
Location: Memory
Service Interrupt Type: Panic
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Context: Hypervisor
Entity Role: Vulnerable
Entity Roles Secondary Authorization
Impact Method: Trust Failure
Trust Failure Type: Failure to Verify Content
Impact Method: Code Execution
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Write(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Service Interrupt

Direct result of failed code execution would be a crash
of the Hypervisor and inherent crash of the GuestOS.
Since the GuestOS would be completely taken offline,
the criticality is listed as High

Another Context with recognized impacts due to the
vulnerability
Based on the description the Hypervisor is what is
considered vulnerable.
The hypervisor represents an authorization boundary
that is different from the GuestOS
The Hypervisor fails to ensure that the data is in a form
that prevents unintended Code Execution
The information supplied does not explicitly explain
the extent of the code execution which results in each
plausible logical impact being enumerated. If
limitations to this code execution existed, it should be
reflected in these Logical Impacts.
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Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Resource Removal(Data)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Scenario: 2
Product:
cpe.nist.gov
cpe:2.3:a:vmware:workstation:7.1.5:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
cpe:2.3:a:vmware:player:3.1.6:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
Attack Theater: Local

Barrier: Privilege Required
Privilege Level: User
Relating to Context: GuestOS
Context: GuestOS
Entity Role: Primary Authorization
Impact Method: Code Execution
Logical Impact: Service Interrupt
Location: Memory
Service Interrupt Type: Panic
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Context: Hypervisor
Entity Role: Vulnerable
Entity Role: Secondary Authorization
Impact Method: Trust Failure
Trust Failure Type: Failure to Verify Content
Impact Method: Code Execution
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Write(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Service Interrupt
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Resource Removal(Data)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High

The second scenario
Scenario 2 is in relation to application based
Hypervisors

Malformed RPC commands are sent from the Guest
OS to the Hypervisor, but by nature of the product
everything is local to the HostOS where everything has
been installed.
The attacker must first have user access to a GuestOS
to launch the attack
One of the Contexts with recognized impacts due to the
vulnerability
The GuestOS is where the attack is launched and
represents the first authorization scope
Direct result of failed code execution would be a crash
of the Hypervisor and inherent crash of the GuestOS.
Since the GuestOS would be completely taken offline,
the criticality is listed as High

Another Context with recognized impacts due to the
vulnerability
Based on the description the Hypervisor is what is
considered vulnerable.
The hypervisor represents an authorization boundary
that is different from the GuestOS
The Hypervisor fails to ensure that the data is in a form
that prevents unintended Code Execution
The information supplied does not explicitly explain
the extent of the code execution which results in each
plausible logical impact being enumerated. If
limitations to this code execution existed, it should be
reflected in these Logical Impacts.

356
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CVE-2015-1863
A vulnerability was found in how wpa_supplicant uses SSID information parsed from management frames that
create or update P2P peer entries (e.g., Probe Response frame or number of P2P Public Action frames). SSID
field has valid length range of 0-32 octets. However, it is transmitted in an element that has a 8-bit length field
and potential maximum payload length of 255 octets. wpa_supplicant was not sufficiently verifying the payload
length on one of the code paths using the SSID received from a peer device.
This can result in copying arbitrary data from an attacker to a fixed length buffer of 32 bytes (i.e., a possible
overflow of up to 223 bytes). The SSID buffer is within struct p2p_device that is allocated from heap. The
overflow can override couple of variables in the struct, including a pointer that gets freed. In addition about 150
bytes (the exact length depending on architecture) can be written beyond the end of the heap allocation.
This could result in corrupted state in heap, unexpected program behavior due to corrupted P2P peer device
information, denial of service due to wpa_supplicant process crash, exposure of memory contents during GO
Negotiation, and potentially arbitrary code execution.
Vulnerability: cve.mitre.org CVE-2015-1863
Provenance: http://w1.fi/security/2015-1/wpa_supplicant-p2p-ssid-overflow.txt
Scenario: 1
The first scenario
Type: cve.mitre.org CWE-119
Product:
cpe.nist.gov
cpe:2.3:a:w1.fi:wpa_supplicant:1.0
cpe:2.3:a:w1.fi:wpa_supplicant:1.1
cpe:2.3:a:w1.fi:wpa_supplicant:2.0
cpe:2.3:a:w1.fi:wpa_supplicant:2.1
cpe:2.3:a:w1.fi:wpa_supplicant:2.2
cpe:2.3:a:w1.fi:wpa_supplicant:2.3
cpe:2.3:a:w1.fi:wpa_supplicant:2.4
Attack Theater: Limited Remote
The attacker must be within radio range
Remote Type: Wireless
Barrier: Specialized Condition
CONFIG_P2P build option must be enabled
Context: Application
Entity Role: Primary Authorization
The Application is the only authorization scope
Entity Role: Vulnerable
Impact Method: Trust Failure
Trust Failure Type: Failure to Verify Content
Impact Method: Code Execution
Logical Impact: Service Interrupt
Service Interrupt Type: Panic
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Location: Memory
Scope: Limited
Criticality: Low
Logical Impact: Write(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High

The Code Execution can lead to limited read of
memory, crash of the process or unexplored other
outcomes.
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CVE-2015-5611
Unspecified vulnerability in Uconnect before 15.26.1, as used in certain Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) from
2013 to 2015 models, allows remote attackers in the same cellular network to control vehicle movement, cause
human harm or physical damage, or modify dashboard settings via vectors related to modification of
entertainment-system firmware and access of the CAN bus due to insufficient "Radio security protection," as
demonstrated on a 2014 Jeep Cherokee Limited FWD.
Vulnerability: cve.mitre.org CVE-2015-1863
Provenance: http://illmatics.com/Remote%20Car%20Hacking.pdf
Scenario: 1
The first scenario
Product:
cpe.nist.gov
cpe:2.3:a:fca:uconnect:15.26.1:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
Attack Theater: Limited Remote
Limited Remote Type: Cellular
Context: Application
Entity Role: Primary Authorization
Entity Role: Vulnerable

The attacker must be on the same cellular network as
the target

Impact Method: Trust Failure
Trust Failure Type: Failure of Inherent Trust
Impact Method: Code Execution
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Write(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Logical Impact: Service Interrupt
Scope: Unlimited
Logical Impact: Resource Removal (Data)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High
Physical Impact: Human Injury
Human Injury Type: Critical
Physical Impact: Property Damage
Scope: Unlimited

Anonymous access to the D-bus service allows
execution of arbitrary code. This code execution allows
modification of lateral internal devices, bricking of
chipset or issuing of basic commands. Once these
actions are taken, an attacker can control most aspects
of the vehicle such as AC, radio and even physical
functions such as steering and braking.

The Application is the only authorization scope
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CVE-2014-8606
Directory traversal vulnerability in the XCloner plugin 3.1.1 for WordPress and 3.5.1 for Joomla! allows remote
administrators to read arbitrary files via a .. (dot dot) in the file parameter in a json_return action in the
xcloner_show page to wp-admin/admin-ajax.php.
Vulnerability: cve.mitre.org CVE-2014-8606
Provenance: http://www.vapid.dhs.org/advisories/wordpress/plugins/Xcloner-v3.1.1/
Scenario: 1
Type: cve.mitre.org CWE-22
Products:
cpe.nist.gov
cpe:2.3:a:xcloner:xcloner:3.1.1:*:*:*:*:wordpress:*:*
cpe:2.3:a:xcloner:xcloner:3.5.1:*:*:*:*:joomla\!:*:*
Attack Theater: Remote
The attack can be launched from the Internet
Remote Type: Internet
Barriers: Privilege Required
The attacker is required to have administrator rights
within the application prior to exploit
Privilege Level: Administrator
Relating to Context: Application
Context: Application
Entity Roles: Primary Authorization
The Application is the initial authorization scope
Entity Roles: Vulnerable
Impact Method: Trust Failure
Trust Failure Type: Failure to Verify Content
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: Low
Context: HostOS
Entity Roles: Secondary Authorization
Impact Method: Code Execution
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High

The attack can read files on the HostOS, which implies
some file read realative to the Application as well.
Since the user is already an administrator of the
application, the criticality is Low

The attack can read files on the HostOS. Since the file
in the example supplied is etc/passwd the criticality can
be High.
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CVE-2015-3459
The communication module on the Hospira LifeCare PCA Infusion System before 7.0 does not require
authentication for root TELNET sessions, which allows remote attackers to modify the pump configuration via
unspecified commands.
Vulnerability: cve.mitre.org CVE-2015-3459
Provenance: http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/Safety/AlertsandNotices/ucm446809.htm
Sector of Interest: Health Care
Scenario: 1
The first scenario
Type: cve.mitre.org CWE-306
The attack takes advantage of a lack of
authentication on the telnet service
Product:
cpe.nist.gov
cpe:2.3:o:hospira:lifecare_pcainfusion_firmware:5.0:*:*:*:*:*:*:*
Attack Theater: Remote
The attack can be launched from the internet
Remote Type: Internet
Context: Host OS
The vulnerability is in the underlying host
OS that provides the remote programming
capability for the pump
Entity Role: Primary Authorization
The Host OS is the initial authorization
Entity Role: Vulnerable
scope and is also the vulnerable Context
Impact Method: Trust Failure
Trust Failure Type: Failure of Inherent Trust
Impact Method: Authorization Bypass
Logical Impact: Service Interrupt
Scope: Unlimited
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Location: File System
Scope: Unlimited
Logical Impact: Write(Direct)
Location: FileSystem
Scope: Unlimited
Physical Impact: Human Injury

The attack involves remotely taking
advantage of the lack of authentifcaiton
during use of telnet on the host OS. Since
there is no authorization, this is a
exploitation of a trust relationship. This can
lead to unspecified types of service
interruption and the ability to view and
modify the pump’s configuration.

The attack can result in the delivery of an
incorrect, and possible deadly level of
medicine
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Appendix B—Conversion to descriptive text (English)

This appendix will include an informative demonstration of how to convert the framework
selections and values into English text. Future drafts will include this information.
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Appendix C—Mapping VDO representations to CVSS Scores
One of the motivations for the VDO is to assist in the automation of CVSS scores. Currently the NVD is responsible
for manually consolidating public records and performing analysis on the information available. One of the
challenges of performing the analysis is that information supplied is usually lacking in sufficient detail, conflicts
with other reports or contains misinformation due to different perspectives. The most notable reason for this
challenge is that vulnerability reporting has existed in a mostly free text format. With a defined vocabulary and
format for reporting the characterization of a vulnerability, the NVD would be able to automate the scoring process.
Below are a few examples of how this would be accomplished at a high level. The following description is only
intended to serve as a proof of concept until the VDO itself is in a more static and community agreed upon state.
NVD intends to create a system that will establish this style of mapping through an expression language. In their
simplest form, this would be represented as a series of qualifying statements. Some of which would be as simple as a
1:1 mapping and others being a far more complex expression. Using one of the simpler examples from Appendix A
(CVE-2014-8606) we can walk through the process similar to how the expressions would operate.
Using the metrics established in Appendix A, we can break this down into the components currently relevant to a
CVSS v2.0 score.
VDO Metrics
Attack Theater: Remote

CVSS v2.0
Mapping
AV:N

Barriers: Privileges Required

Au:S

Context: Application
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: Low
Context: HostOS
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: High

C:P

C:P

Reasoning
The remote attack theater is in line with the
definition for the Attack Vector: Network
CVSS metric.
Only one layer of privilege is required, so it
meets the definition for the Authentication:
Single CVSS metric.
In regards to the application, there is a read
available of Low Criticality and a Scope of
Limited. This does not grant any reason to go
past the Confidentiality: Partial CVSS metric.
CVSS v2.0 scores are relative to the host
device the vulnerability has been exploited on.
In regards to the HostOS, there is a read
available of High Criticality. While the
information gained may be considered of
great importance, the Scope is Limited and
still constitutes the Confidentiality: Partial
CVSS metric.

Now we have the metrics we know mapped, we simply fill in the blanks for the metric strings.
First we will establish the non-impact
metrics:
Then the impact metrics for each context:

Non-Impact metrics:

AV:N/Au:S/AC:L

Application Context Score: C:P/I:N/A:N
HostOS Context Score:
C:P/I:N/A:N
Then join the two:
Application Context Score: AV:N/Au:S/AC:L/C:P/I:N/A:N
HostOS Context Score:
AV:N/Au:S/AC:L/C:P/I:N/A:N
The last step once each score has been enumerated is to establish which score to use. CVSS v2.0 is specifically
designed to score in relation to the host device. In our example we happen to have a Context of HostOS
enumerated, which makes our choice of vector string simple.
CVE-2014-8606 CVSS v2.0 Score: AV:N/Au:S/AC:L/C:P/I:N/A:N
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Mapping to a CVSS v3.0 score would follow a similar path.
VDO Metrics
CVSS v3.0 Mapping
Attack Theater: Remote

AV:N

Barrier: Privilege Required
Privilege Level: Administrator

PR:H

Context: Application
Entity Role: Primary Authorization
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Limited
Criticality: Low

C:L

Context: HostOS
Entity Role: Secondary
Authorization
Logical Impact: Read(Direct)
Scope: Unlimited

C:H
S:C

Reasoning
The remote attack theater is in line with the
definition for the Attack Vector: Network CVSS
metric.
The privilege level of the user must be of
administrator to the application, this qualifies for
the Privileges Required: High CVSS metric
The vulnerability allows for limited read to files
within the applications authorization scope. Due to
the low criticality, this qualifies for
Confidentiality: Low

The vulnerability allows for seemingly unlimited
read within the filesystem of the HostOS, this is
inherently of high criticality and qualifies for
Confidentiality: High
When multiple contexts exist, it is imperative to
check if there are multiple authorization scopes. In
this scenario the Application represents the
Primary Scope and the HostOS represents the
Secondary scope. When impacts are recognized
across multiple authorization scopes the
vulnerability qualifies for the Scope: Changed
CVSS v3.0 Metric.

390
In a similar fashion to how we created the v3.0 score we will first establish the non-Impact metrics:
First we will establish the
non-impact metrics:
Then the impact metrics for
each context:
Then join the two:

Non-Impact metrics:

AV:N/AC:N/PR:H/UI:N/S:C

Application Context Score: C:L/I:N/A:N
HostOS Context Score:
C:H/I:N/A:N
Application Context Score: AV:N/AC:N/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:L/I:N/A:N
HostOS Context Score:
AV:N/AC:N/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:N/A:N
Due to the nature of the CVSS v3.0 ruleset, the proper course of action when a scope change occurs is to take the
highest rated impact as the score. Therefore we, again, use the HostOS vector string.
CVE-2014-8606 CVSS v2.0 Score: AV:N/Au:S/AC:L/C:P/I:N/A:N
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Appendix D—Acronyms

Selected acronyms and abbreviations used in this paper are defined below.
ABNF

Augmented Backus–Naur Form

ASLR

Address space layout randomization

CVE

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

CVSS

Common Vulnerability Scoring System

CWE

Common Weakness Enumeration

DNS

Domain Name System

HPKP

HTTP Public Key Pinning

HSTS

HTTP Strict Transport Security

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

OWASP

Open Web Application Security Project

RDP

Remote Desktop Protocol

RFC

Request for Comments

SSH

Secure Shell
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